Date: 7/17/2017

Zuken (6947, JP)
Exchange: Tokyo Stock Exchange 1
Sector: CAD software development
Market Cap: JPY23.7 billion
P/B: 1.2x (3/17 act)

Recommendation: Outperform
Share Price: JPY1,491 (7/14/2017)
Target Price: JPY2,056
P/E: 24.8x (3/18 CE)
Div. Yield: 1.3% (3/18 CE)

Highlight
METRICAL maintains ‘Outperform’ due to positive earnings outlook and lower
valuation. The share price has moved higher from JPY1,195 as of December
22nd 2016 on the previous report that has set its target price at JPY1,955, and
has still room of upside as target price was revised upward to JPY2,056 on
favorable business outlook. Its valuation remains still much lower than that of
global competitors (examined in the previous report) for the past years, but
should be revalued as Zuken raised its profit margin from the previous fiscal
year finally and its business opportunity will expand led by innovation of
production designing in robust demand on automobile and IoT fields.
Aftermath of Mentor acquisition by Siemens, it seems to be limited effect at
this time.

Business Description
Japan’s largest PCB CAD developer was founded in 1976 by Mr. Makoto
Kaneko, president and operates worldwide in Asia, US and Europe. Its
technology develops products in 3 areas of electronic design automation
(EDA) like PCB CAD, Automotive wire harness design and Engineering data
management. Of total sale of FY03/2016, EDA accounts for 17.9%, Automotive
does for 20.7%, Engineering data management does for 20.4% and client
services and other accounts for 41.0%.
Design Automation
Design Automation (EDA) sale was down 2% YoY to JPY14,492 million for
FY03/2017 mainly due to currency effect by appreciation of JPY. But local
currency based revenue rose from the previous year. Zuken focuses on
automotive and industrial machinery fields.
Automotive Harness
The sale of automotive wire harness design grew 7% YoY to JPY4,432 million
from JPY4,153 million for FY03/2017. Newly released ‘Architecture Planner’
is selling at solid pace to wire harness maker. Automotive demand is expected
to gain at solid pace globally.
Engineering Data Management
Engineering data management sale was up 8% YoY to JPY7,707 million from
JPY7,125 million for FY03/2017. Zuken received orders of ‘E3 series’ from a
large machine tool maker in 2H and is expected to gain orders for next few
years. The sale is expected to grow 10% for 3 years.
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Client & Other
The sale was up 2% to JPY4,549 million for 1H. Client service is mainly from
EDA products and the profit margin is pretty high. Zuken anticipates the sale
to increase 3% per annum.
Revenue by Region
On sales by geographic region for 1H, sale in Japan accounts for 69.0%
(JPY6,855 million), and overseas sale in Asia, US and Europe were 7.0%
(JPY692 million), 6.2% (JPY613 million) and 17.8% (JPY1,765 million)
respectively.

Industry Overview and Competitive Positioning
Industry Overview
The market is comprised of 3 areas such as CAD, PLM and EDA. Zuken was
only provider that offers solution for all 3 areas. However, the environment
has changed. World CAD market is moving toward oligopoly, as consolidation
of companies is accelerating. Big players, PTC, Dassault Systems and Siemens
are expanding by employing acquisitions. On 14th November 2016, Siemens
announced its acquisition of US CAD developer, Mentor Graphics for
USD4.5billion. This transaction will enable the German company to expand to
automotive area. In wire harness business, Mentor is a rival of Zuken. This
might affect its automotive business in particularly in Europe. Zuken
recognizes the impact of its business but seems to maintain its independent
position at this moment, watching business environment closely.
Competitive Positioning
Domestic Market - Strong
Its competitive position in Japan is strong as a largest CAD company as a
pioneer in the market with tight relationship with clients for 40 years. For
recent 3 years from FY03/2013 to FY03/2016, the sale in Japan had a solid
growth at 5.5% per annum, but slower than that of overseas markets., and is
expected to keep 5% growth for next 3 years. This expectation would be an
upper limit for the growth, while real GDP in Japan grows 0.6-0.7% annually
and many manufacturers are unlikely to return CapEx from overseas to Japan.
Overseas Market - Mixed
Its competitiveness in overseas is not strong enough. On sales growth for past
3 years, Asia, US and Europe expanded 13.7%, 7.0% and 14.3% per annum
respectively. Zuken expects sale of each region to gain 10%, 14% and 3%
respectively. Asia is the most promising market and its position is relatively
competitive, as a number of Japanese manufactures have shifted production in
China and other Asia, and India is accelerating its business opportunity for
raising its position as a production base in the world. On the other hand, US
and European market is different. As mentioned in above Industry Overview,
global rivals are based in Europe and US. For instance, Mentor Graphics is
likely to expand its business backed by financial support by German giant,
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Siemens. However, market penetration strategy of Zuken is sprouting, as the
company received order from Qualcomm and Microsoft. One reason of
increasing business in US is acquisition of CAETEK Inc. in December 2015. For
further acceleration in US market, additional M&A should be an alternative
strategy, as the market growth in this region will exceed other regions such as
Europe and Japan.
Aftermath of Mentor Graphics’ acquisition by Siemens
It was quite sensational news of the acquisition by an electric conglomerate in
November. Although Zuken concerned about the effect on its business, the
business environment has changed marginally at this moment. Both of top
management of Siemens and Mentor Graphics suggested independence
business strategy of Mentor for the time being in the interview after the
acquisition. In fact, Siemens is one of the largest clients but Zuken maintains
business with Siemens and has not changed business relation since then.
Zuken keeps independent position and tries to maintain raising business from
large manufacturers.

Investment Summary
Business Outlook
In short-term view, OP is expected to slightly move higher than company
outlook for FY03/2018. Currently customers in Japan that heavily spend in 4Q
have not decided yet investment plan fully but the demand looks very positive
according to DI Index of BoJ Tankan survey. In mid-term view, earnings and
profitability is expected to keep growing at solid pace led by robust demand of
AIDAS and IoT that will boost the business opportunity of designing of
manufacturers. Due to lower valuation as well as positive outlook, the share
price is expected to approach to target price of JPY2,038 eventually.
Competitive Positioning and Risks
Zuken is a pioneer of CAD market in Japan but the domestic market is likely to
grow at slower rate, although the company is developing markets, shifting
from consumer electronics to automotive and factory automation. Key of
growth is overseas expansion, as increasing number of Japanese companies
promote product development and designing in overseas bases, while they
are shifting production lines to overseas. Another risk of global competition is
getting severer year by year, as rivals are getting bigger through repeated
acquisitions. Industry is changing much faster than before.
Valuation
Examining peer comparison, Zuken’s valuation is left significantly lower. It
would be reasonable if its valuation expands a little more, as Mentor Graphics
was recently acquired at much higher valuation such as 20x of market
cap/EBITDA or 20x of EV/EBITDA, as the acquisition deal was posted in
November 2016. Due to its lower profitability than peer applying the lowest
of 4 competitors in multiples of market cap to EBIT, EBITDA and FCF to Zuken,
the share price would be rise to JPY2,056 for FY03/2018 (E). Future value
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would go up to JPY2,677 for FY03/2020 (E), assuming approximately 6%
organic sales growth. Other key ratios such as EV/EBITDA, liquidity NAV and
P/B are also supported.
Financial Stability
Zuken’s financial position is pretty sound and its balance sheet is very strong.
As this industry does not need employing heavy intangible asset and CapEx,
free cash flow will keep growing at solid pace if revenue increases. Due to
peeking out of development cost for this year, OP margin will move to
improve and its financial position gets much stronger.

Business Outlook
Full Year FY03/2018
Zuken posted for full year outlook for FY03/2018. Revenue is expected to gain
8.1% YoY to JPY24,000 million, OP, RP and NP are expected to grow 19.0%
YoY to JPY1,900 million, 27.2% YoY to JPY2,000 million and 16.1% YoY to
JPY1,400 million respectively. Dividend will be paid JPY10 a share for
semiannually (annually JPY20 a share).
METRICAL forecast for FY03/2018 (E)
METRICAL expects slightly better profits for this fiscal year on positive
outlook of CAPEX of manufacturers. Sales are expected to rise 6.2% YoY to
JPY23,573 million. OP, RP and NP are expected to rise 29.5% YoY to JPY2,068
million, 34.8% YoY to JPY2,118 million, 36.3% YoY to JPY1,643 million for the
full year FY03/2018 (E). A key indicator of Bank of Japan Tankan survey
shows positive demand of designing automation, as the DI Index of large
manufacturers rose to 17 in June from 12 in March and 10 in December. This
would help the revenue boost for the fiscal year end of 4Q in its busy season.
Mid-term Outlook by METRICAL FY03/2020 (E)
METRICAL maintains positive outlook for FY03/2020 (E) on favorable
demand of designing automation of manufacturers. Robust demand in ADAS
and IoT is very likely to expand manufacturing designing. Spread of IoT
technology will brought significant impact in designing field, as
standardization by IoT 4.0 will accelerate module based manufacturing in
production place and ADAS technology brings large demand in automotive
area that is strong field for Zuken in wire harness. Sales are expected to rise
to JPY26,614 million. OP, RP and NP are expected to rise to JPY3,109 million,
JPY3,159 million and JPY2,501 million for the full year FY03/2020 (E).
Furthermore, Zuken changed accounting method of revenue to TBM (Time
Based Maintenance) in FY03/2013. Before the year, the company booked
revenue as its software was sold. Revenue in the previous year will add its
revenue to the revenue in the ongoing year for TBM. OPM is expected to move
higher to 10% for FY03/2019 (E).
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Valuation
Based on the analysis below, target price is JPY2,056 for FY03/2018 (E) that
is 27% upside potential from the closing price of JPY1,491 as of July 14th 2017
and was revised upward from JPY1,955 on December 22nd 2016. The TP
would be supported by EV/EBITDA, liquidity NAV and P/B, too.
Sum-Of-The-Parts Valuation
Referring latest acquisition of Mentor Graphics (MENT, US), the share price is
traded at 30x of EBIT/Market Cap, 20x of EBITDA/Market Cap and 36x of
FCF/Market Cap. Lower valuation of Zuken would be mainly due to
comparably lower profitability in OPM and ROE as well as EBIT growth rate.
Considering its lower profitability, if the lowest multiples of 4 competitors are
applied to the valuation for business value normalized from FY03/2013 to
FY03/2018 (E), Zuken’s share price is estimated to be JPY2,056 a share based
on the business value of JPY1,083 added by net cash plus long-term
investment and land (25% discount) as of FY03/2018 (E). The share price is
traded at 27% discount from the NAV as shown table below. Additionally,
exploring the future value for FY03/2020(E), NAV would rise to JPY2,677 that
is 44% higher than closing price as of July 14th 2017. The sales and profit
projection assumes approximately 6% organic growth from FY03/2018 to
FY03/2020 (see the financial statements in Appendix).

Adjusted EV/EBITDA
EV/EBITDA for FY03/2018 (E) is estimated to be 5.6x far behind of that of
peer. Zuken has investment securities and land (located in Yokohama).
Including them as quasi cash, adjusted EV/EBITDA will go down to 3.7x for
FY03/2018 (E).
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Financial Analysis
As shown key financial ratios in table below and financial statements
summary in Appendix, Zuken has strong balance sheet, as net cash and net
working capital are positive backed by relatively stable free cash flow over
years. On the other hand, profitability is not high enough. Lower ROE is
caused by lower financial leverage and in particular lower profit margin. CAD
software development business does not need so much capital and intangible
asset. Consequently, simply as revenue increases, FCF expands. Stably upbeat
FCF from FY03/2018 will continue improving financial ratios.

Investment Risks
Zuken is a leading company in Japan but has to expand more rapidly to
overseas market from limited upside growth of domestic market. However,
global competitors are much larger than Zuken and are keep growing levered
by M&A. Business environment is harder and related risk is possibly medium
to high.
Domestic Market (Very Likely, Middle Risk)
Zuken is a top company in this business and has tight relationship with
customers for many years, but 69% of revenue comes from Japan. This is a
risk for the company. GDP growth in Japan is pretty low and very likely to
decrease domestic market in decreasing population. Large manufacturers
have already shifted their production to overseas that is close to customers
and market and less likely to move back to spend large investment in Japan.
Although Zuken developed business demand shifting to automotive and
factory automation areas from consumer electronics for years, slower growth
in domestic market would be inevitable. Furthermore, Zuken would come
under downward pressure on price by client manufacturers if Japan’s
economy goes into recession or further decrease, although we do not expect
severe depression such as financial crises at the moment.
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Overseas market (Likely, Middle-High Risk)
Global economy has been in recovery phase for 6-7 years, but the growth is
not strong enough across the world. Only US economy is relatively growing at
solid pace. If the engine had any problem, global economy would fall into
recession soon. In case of global recession, CAD business would be affected
negatively, too. Meanwhile, technology innovation cannot stop at all and ADAS
and IoT are accelerating backed by steady society demand. CAD is supporting
technology for promoting such innovation and demand will expand in line
with the pace of innovation.
Global Consolidation (Very Likely, Middle-High Risk)
Competitors are getting bigger, as Altium (ALU, ASX) accelerated M&A and is
growing very rapidly. As mentioned case of Siemens, the company would
expand this business at faster pace. Even Japanese manufactures are more
likely to promote develop product and design at outside Japan alongside
global strategy. In case, key would be a global designing and global bases in
Asia, US and US. Of course, Zuken has already built basis in those areas but has
to strengthen its network and connection with local customers and facility to
grasp needs in global and local market. In this trend, Zuken should accelerate
expanding overseas markets faster than before to minimize the threat.
Aki Matsumoto, CFA
akimatsumoto@metrical.co.jp
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Appendix
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